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Q1 Would you support the addition of a skate spot to Ivywild Park? The
skate spot would feature a small skateboard, bike and scooter area with up

to 7 features and could be located in the northwest corner of the park.
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Q2 Is there anything else you would like to tell Boise Parks and Recreation
about Ivywild Park or the skate spot proposal?

Answered: 423 Skipped: 183

# RESPONSES DATE

1 I am opposed to such a large skate park at ivy wild. A large skate park draws a large crowd of
people. As evidenced by the very large Rhodes skate park downtown, a large crowd becomes
a problem for drugs and malfeasance. This is not a nimby issue. It is just good planning to
spread out infrastructure that benefits boiseans. By doing so it also does not consolidate
potential criminal activity into one area.

10/18/2021 7:22 AM

2 A zip line would be a better choice, like the one at Terry Day or Cottonwood park 10/14/2021 4:10 PM

3 No! Super excited and think this is a great addition to the park! 10/14/2021 1:20 PM

4 I think it is a great idea for locals to have some other ways to engage with thier outside
environment, neighbors and something else for all ages to enjoy together. There could even me
mimi neighborhood events or championships to promote communities coming together.

10/14/2021 11:31 AM

5 I think the project is a wonderful vision for both the sport itself, and the popularity
skateboarding is gaining with today's youth. This gives kids a nice gathering place in the
neighborhood. Esthetically, the project is a fine extension of Ivywild Park.

10/14/2021 10:54 AM

6 I feel it would be an asset to the area, for young people and families with youngsters. Skaters
are not bad people.

10/14/2021 10:48 AM

7 No 10/13/2021 9:04 PM

8 I like the idea of a skate park. I love active kids. My concern is noise after-hours. I live very
close and would like if there was a ‘close’ time around 10 pm when people go to bed. I also
would like to ensure, somehow, litter or trash from people using park doesn’t end up in the little
canal there. I would like to ensure bright lights don’t shine in yards during evening use.

10/13/2021 7:59 PM

9 Do it 10/13/2021 7:23 PM

10 Sounds like a great plan! 10/13/2021 5:13 PM

11 This is a great idea 10/13/2021 2:35 PM

12 you all are doing a great job. -Topher 10/13/2021 11:53 AM

13 Jah 10/13/2021 10:45 AM

14 I would enjoy another full on skate park nearer to the southeast end of boise. There is a large
gathering of younger families in this area and the access to skate parks is low. We all love the
new one in surprise valley but it does not offer the same experience as a full on skate park.
Thank you.

10/13/2021 9:06 AM

15 More skate spots for jids 10/13/2021 9:06 AM

16 Money spent to improve outdoor access to activity is a wise use of funds as it allows people
to stay emotionally and physically healthy during covid times which will be here a long long
time!

10/13/2021 8:37 AM

17 This would give kids something to do in the area! A skate park would be a great addition to
IvyWild!

10/13/2021 6:33 AM

18 You would be placing this proposed skate park right up against houses which would create
extreme unnecessary noise to the residents.

10/12/2021 10:14 PM

19 Love Bowler skate spot and fully support more! Nice job Parks & Rec!!! 10/12/2021 10:10 PM

20 I don't live adjacent to the park but do think it would be nice for skaters to have a place to go
other than downtown.

10/12/2021 8:50 PM
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21 Plant more trees and beaches instead 10/12/2021 8:24 PM

22 I think a skate park at Ivywildwould be a great idea. 10/12/2021 7:19 PM

23 I think more skate park are good. It gets kids outside and active. My kids would use this! 10/12/2021 7:09 PM

24 Great idea! 10/12/2021 6:46 PM

25 Bigger skate park area 10/12/2021 1:48 PM

26 I Think this is a great idea and would like to see more features like these in boise parks 10/12/2021 11:20 AM

27 Make it bigger! 10/12/2021 9:25 AM

28 N/a 10/11/2021 8:28 PM

29 That drawing looks curved and the postcard you sent has a basically rectangle design. If you
do put it there you’re going to have to keep the bathrooms open more by the pool. We play
tennis there and the bathrooms are not open enough. Seems like there’s more room over by
the other bathrooms on the other side of the park. You’re going to have kids peeing in the
bushes because they don’t want to walk that far.

10/11/2021 7:30 PM

30 No 10/11/2021 5:11 PM

31 N/A 10/11/2021 4:24 PM

32 Skate spot will cause homeless and drug addicts to hang out at the park…just like under the
bridge downtown.

10/11/2021 4:10 PM

33 Add light posts to skate at night, please 10/11/2021 4:10 PM

34 Please put this skate spot in our park. Thank you 10/11/2021 3:39 PM

35 Please put it in, it will be used all the time. 10/11/2021 3:21 PM

36 I walk my dog everymornjnv around that canal and that would not be an option with the skate
park and the ivy wild park is such a family friendly park with kids that I think the skate park
would cause problematic activities and unsafe informants for family’s

10/11/2021 2:53 PM

37 N/A 10/11/2021 1:57 PM

38 Make it bigger! 10/11/2021 1:54 PM

39 Great idea! Healthy outlet for kids. 10/11/2021 12:54 PM

40 One of the best parks in SE Boise - thanks for keeping it so well maintained. 10/11/2021 12:49 PM

41 Fantastic idea 10/11/2021 12:27 PM

42 Nope 10/11/2021 12:23 PM

43 Thank you for brining safer and more accessible skate spot options to Boise! 10/11/2021 11:17 AM

44 Great location. 10/11/2021 11:00 AM

45 Parks are low on space as population grows. Adding noise near neighborhoods and within
existing parks should not be an option. Instead, a new dedicated space in the city would better
serve the more specialized interests aiming to use these scarce spaces.

10/11/2021 10:03 AM

46 Yes, would love this! 10/11/2021 9:34 AM

47 The skate park would bring in punks and lots of noise to our quiet neighborhood. 10/11/2021 9:16 AM

48 Wrong place, too close to houses, attracts wrong element late at night. Put this in Ann
Morrison or some other place that is not at all in proximity to house where folks have to sleep.

10/11/2021 9:15 AM

49 To close to resident housing. We have a quiet neighborhood except for speeders down
Leadville.We don’t need additional traffic even foot traffic. You added bike lanes we don’t need
anything else.

10/11/2021 8:46 AM

50 On its face it seems like this would be a liability issue for the parks and rec department. Would
these very simple skate obstacles keep skate boarders off the streets?

10/11/2021 8:32 AM
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51 Send it 10/10/2021 9:45 PM

52 Consider expanding the spot in the future. 10/10/2021 8:13 PM

53 It's going to be well used so the bigger the better! 10/10/2021 7:52 PM

54 If it’s going to be narrow maybe dedicate one end of it to a mini half pipe? Like 2-3’ deep so it
doesn’t have to be too long. You could even extend a taller quarter pipe section off of one side
of the half pipe to be used as a drop point to the other end of the park.

10/10/2021 7:52 PM

55 I’m not opposed to a skate spot in Ivywild Park, but I am opposed to the proposed location.
The northwest corner of the park is a quiet tranquil area. I walk my dog there twice a day and it
brings me a lot of peace. The addition of cement and noise would interfere with the tranquility.
It would be better to put it by the playground, somewhere that is already noisy. Thank you for
the opportunity to comment.

10/10/2021 7:19 PM

56 this would increase noise to the surronding homes. 10/10/2021 5:24 PM

57 You should also add some benches for kids that are watching and hanging out. 10/10/2021 4:35 PM

58 Great idea! Can’t wait 10/10/2021 4:13 PM

59 I believe this location is too close to the homes that are directly off the park. 10/10/2021 4:01 PM

60 I believe there are enough skate spots in the area 10/10/2021 2:20 PM

61 Super excited! 10/10/2021 2:04 PM

62 I support parks and green space, especially those that encourage youth to be physically active
and socialize in healthy ways.

10/10/2021 2:00 PM

63 We are all for it, our son is an avid skateboarder. Please build! 10/10/2021 11:40 AM

64 No 10/10/2021 11:19 AM

65 The bigger the better! 10/10/2021 10:54 AM

66 A skatepark is desperately needed on this side of town. Great idea! 10/10/2021 7:52 AM

67 Sounds great for kids and families - thank you for all you do :) 10/9/2021 7:44 PM

68 Possibly consider a slightly different spot, such as the east side of the parking lot if space
permits.

10/9/2021 7:16 PM

69 nope 10/9/2021 4:14 PM

70 I believe a skate park would be a great addition to Ivywild Park. It would particularly nice if
there was seating to watch the "kids" skate.

10/9/2021 4:02 PM

71 This seems a small but reasonable step to provide young people and kids with a healthy
outdoor activity.

10/9/2021 4:01 PM

72 The proposed addition would not contribute to the park's pleasant solitude and peacefulness,
would do the opposite, might even be an annoyance to nearby neighborhoods.

10/9/2021 9:10 AM

73 The parking lot is very full everyday in the summer because of the swimming pool. Boarders
and riders must be aware of that, could cause a conflict on Leadville.

10/8/2021 11:47 PM

74 Right in someone’s backyard!! NO WAY!! 10/8/2021 11:35 PM

75 Yew 10/8/2021 10:08 PM

76 Great idea!! 10/8/2021 8:29 PM

77 I am delighted that more options for children and teenagers to enjoy themselves are being
considered. Please consider doing more things like this!

10/8/2021 8:04 PM

78 Keep it up! Skating is a great form of finding friends, developing strong
connections/relationships, and it’s dope af

10/8/2021 4:47 PM

79 Barber park 10/8/2021 3:03 PM

80 The Ivywild Park is a lovely neighborhood park and used by a lot of families with small 10/8/2021 2:21 PM
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children, disabled and elderly neighbors. I don't think encouraging skateboarding in the park is
considerate to the safety of the neighbors and local community who regularly use the park.
Unfortunately not every skateboarder is considerate of pedestrians. I fear this proposal would
change the dynamic of the park and not for the better.

81 Thank you! 10/8/2021 12:23 PM

82 There are already plenty of activities to do at Ivy Wild. Skate parks tend to attract older
skaters that keep the younger kids from participating. This leads to skating later into the night,
more noise, more potential issues. Ivy Wild needs to stay quiet after dark as this area is right
adjacent to a number of residences. Please put the skate park somewhere else besides Ivy
Wild. Thank you.

10/8/2021 11:55 AM

83 I know building skateparks is time expensive, but adding a small bowl or a few other features
to help create more flow, would be killer!

10/8/2021 11:42 AM

84 Is it possible that there are other viable locations for said skate spot even at Ivywild? 10/8/2021 5:49 AM

85 No skate park at Ivy Wild. Thank you. 10/7/2021 11:24 PM

86 Ivy Wild has a great family atmosphere with plenty of activities and fields. It would not be
conducive for a skate park.

10/7/2021 10:55 PM

87 Make a dog off lease area 10/7/2021 8:47 PM

88 If possible, please add bike racks. Also, hopefully the features can be used with rollerblades. It
be nice to bike over, lock up my bike securely, and put on my rollerblades for a short session.

10/7/2021 8:44 PM

89 Please make a dog off-lease area/time. 10/7/2021 8:36 PM

90 No 10/7/2021 8:25 PM

91 I think it would be a wonderful addition, and would provide local youth a much-needed outlet for
energy as well as opportunities for skill and character development.

10/7/2021 7:25 PM

92 NA 10/7/2021 4:23 PM

93 We are very excited! 10/7/2021 4:05 PM

94 I think a skate spot here would provide a good opportunity to a lot of people in the area. I worry
a little bit about a skate spot changing the dynamic of the park, but I would rather youth
(especially) be spending time skating in a public area like this than doing other less-desirable
activities elsewhere. We have enjoyed using the bowl for other activities, but I think having a
skate spot in the bowl will provide a fun place for new activities too.

10/7/2021 3:57 PM

95 Love the idea 10/7/2021 3:42 PM

96 A skate spot would be a great addition to the park, it's valuable to have a variety of recreation
spaces for different activities and I'm not aware of another nearby skatepark.

10/7/2021 3:08 PM

97 We love this park! Would be nice for our kids to have a safe place to skateboard. 10/7/2021 12:16 PM

98 This is a very good idea and I was happy to hear of it. :^) 10/7/2021 12:14 PM

99 No 10/7/2021 11:28 AM

100 Twice this size would be even better 😁 10/7/2021 8:11 AM

101 If it could be bigger it would be even better. If you could add one at Baggley or Helen B.
Lowder that would be excellent too because there isn't any in Southeast.

10/7/2021 7:34 AM

102 Love it 10/6/2021 9:25 PM

103 Make the skatepark wider. Looks like only 1 kid can go at a time. And add a bowl. 10/6/2021 7:51 PM

104 The city should stress to the Boise Skate Association that safety reminders are needed for
skateboarders using the Greenbelt. I was nearly clotheslined on my bike by a pair of
skateboarders towing each other with a bungee cord; each swung to the opposite side of the
path as I approached from the opposite direction. I’ve also seen bicyclists towing unstable
skateboarders that look as though they could launch either their boards or themselves into
oncoming bike traffic. The Skate Association needs to take an active role in preventing
incidents such as these, upon approval of this project.

10/6/2021 6:08 PM
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105 I support the idea, however would like to see the trees kept in the proposed space. 10/6/2021 3:56 PM

106 Bigger is better 10/6/2021 3:10 PM

107 Make it bigger! Shred gnar! 10/6/2021 2:30 PM

108 Who would be responsible for picking up litter that the kids will leave? How deal with the noise
after hours? How is trolley bldg protected from vandalism, etc?

10/6/2021 11:51 AM

109 It would be right next to neighborhood homes. The swimming pool is busy , 2 baseball fields
are busy, the tennis courts are busy, Sage I. school brings busloads of students to recreate.
The playground equip is busy. Restrooms are too far away from said skatepark and they are
old and not adequate. The people in the neighborhood walk the park and especially with their
dogs. The noise would really be distracting to pets and their walkers. I think the park is at
capacity for any additional sport use. Thank you!

10/6/2021 11:33 AM

110 I am VERY concerned that there will be people in the park after hours skateboarding. There is
already very little patrolling of this area after hours and on weekends. If approved, the
overhead lights next to this section should be shutoff on the parking lot to prevent
skateboarders being there after hours.

10/6/2021 10:40 AM

111 I think that would be a great addition to the park and help keep kids out of trouble by doing
something they enjoy and can gather with other kids. Hopefully it will stay safe for them and
not attract trouble makers.

10/6/2021 9:44 AM

112 Roll forever :) 10/6/2021 9:07 AM

113 Please consider providing ADA-friendly activities at every city park; at the very least, swings
for disabled children and adults. It would be so awesome for a few of the parks (if not all) to
have dedicated play areas for those with disabilities. Should not take extra fundraising or
special donations - we as a city should be able to do that. We should already have these types
of areas in-place, without question.

10/6/2021 8:43 AM

114 There are several options for outdoor skateboarding or street skating type courses in the city,
and it would be awesome to have more outdoor rink spaces for roller skaters. I would love
having the option for roller skating at Ivywild Park!

10/5/2021 11:38 PM

115 It needs a half pipe. 10/5/2021 9:45 PM

116 My only concern is the proposed area is very close to where cars park. Someone loses control
of a skateboard and it could do some damage. Will there be a net or wall to prevent that sort of
thing?

10/5/2021 9:04 PM

117 Love the great work you guys do! 10/5/2021 7:21 PM

118 We need solid healthy spots like this for our kids to gather outside! 10/5/2021 5:48 PM

119 Since no city dollars are spent and it gives the kids something to do.... Idle hands... Make it
happen

10/5/2021 5:22 PM

120 get 'er done 10/5/2021 5:17 PM

121 the park is a nice quiet place to spend time and hang out. a skate park would only attract
people that are loud. i dont want my neighborhood overrun by teenage boys. please dont do
this.

10/5/2021 5:10 PM

122 Do it! Our kids would love it! 10/5/2021 4:03 PM

123 This is fantastic, the local kids need a spot to safely skate. No scooters or bikes though :) 10/5/2021 3:43 PM

124 I think this is a great idea and will provide another option for activity at a park that is already
full of great options!

10/5/2021 1:59 PM

125 No 10/5/2021 1:33 PM

126 Is the size and design such that skateboarders (and others) will actually use it? 10/5/2021 1:29 PM

127 Too bad it can’t be bigger 10/5/2021 12:48 PM

128 please put a gate to colorado ave to access it. 10/5/2021 12:48 PM
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129 Basketball courts would be a great addition too. 10/5/2021 12:21 PM

130 We need some place for people to skate board on the east side of town 10/5/2021 12:03 PM

131 Excited about this prospect. Don’t skate but would like it for those who do. Other thought is to
use some of the parking lot and not be so close to the canal. Seems like there’s plenty of
parking lot there.

10/5/2021 11:57 AM

132 The proposed location is surrounded by homes. The noise associated with a skate park would
definitely be a problem. Please look for an open space.

10/5/2021 11:32 AM

133 Double the width of this skate feature. As is a very limited amount of people can use it 10/5/2021 10:34 AM

134 You picked a spot right next several residences. Why not use the south side of the pool
outside the pool fence. There is parking and the pool is only open a short time in the summer.

10/5/2021 10:09 AM

135 I would prefer a Basketball Hoop or Pickleball lines on the Tennis Courts. I would not be happy
about a skate spot.

10/5/2021 9:52 AM

136 The skate parks we have are drawing users that are camping in their vehicles, this occurs
frequently at the Fort Boise and Rhodes skate parks. Myself and others I have spoke with are
tired of seeing this. Please don't add another skate park but focus on a solution for the
camping that is occurring on the ones we have.

10/5/2021 8:51 AM

137 They should add 2 or 3 more features to the park 10/5/2021 6:29 AM

138 Parking issues on private streets and parking issues in general especially when pool is
opened.

10/5/2021 6:11 AM

139 Enforce the leash law. Dogs running loose in the park constantly. 10/5/2021 1:33 AM

140 Don’t do it. Thanks for all the hard work y’all do though! 10/4/2021 10:55 PM

141 I think it is a great idea and use as much space as you can for the skate spot. 10/4/2021 9:21 PM

142 I have lived at the end of Colorado Ave for 22 years. 2240 S Colorado Ave. I have seen it all,
drugs, fights and being assaulted personally by a punk kid that has issues, I DO NOT approve
of any of this...I was Born and raised here and the things that you guy are trying to get passed
it ridiculous! I need to talk to whoever is behind this and need to talk to the police officers that
I have called over the years and NOTHING has been done about this problem of kids after
dark and kids driving cars through the park at night. There needs to be a freaking gate that
need to be installed at the Leadville street entrance. Those kids do "Cookies"/"Doughnuts",
whatever you want to call them till 4 AM. Sick of your guys plans to mess the neighborhood up
more than it already is. There is a perfectly good skate park in downtown Boise that if they
want to go skating that should be the hang out, not to mention fort Boise!! BAD IDEA, I have
an attorney on hand if we need to go there! Ryan Hays 208-447-6498 rhays98@yahoo.com
Please contact me anytime!!

10/4/2021 8:53 PM

143 I think it's a great place for the kids to ride their skateboards and be safe in a park like
environment.

10/4/2021 8:52 PM

144 Would love swings and more park like amenities at the park! 10/4/2021 8:49 PM

145 Adjacent to a residential area is an inappropriate location for a skateboard park. This park will
take away from the property values of those living on S Colorado Ave due to increased noise,
traffic patterns, predominantly increased foot traffic and skateboard traffic to access the park,
and trash. The noise and trash that is likely to increase will quickly finds its way into
neighborhoods. These park-associated quality of life related issues WILL occur with bringing in
a skate park to Ivywild. The increased use use will be disruptive to neighboring residents along
Leadville and Colorado Avenues. As of winter 2017, every time it snows even an inch there are
vehicles spinning around in the parking lot at Ivywild Park into the early morning hours and the
police do not respond. Any increased park-related noise that does not receive a reponse from
police is detrimental to the quality of life and the property values of those who live near the
proposed skate park location. Additionally, the increased traffic related to the park on Colorado
Avenue will be a detriment to the quietness of the neighborhood, which is one of the big
appeals of the locations. Lastly, there are other locations within Ivywild Park that are more
suitable for this activity and they do not abutt against residential areas. Infrastructure wise,
there is an irrigation ditch along the north side of the proposed location that creates a water
hazard to users and the current location serves as storm water drainage and supports

10/4/2021 8:02 PM
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approximately 12 mature oak and sweetgum trees that would need to be removed. This
activity, again, will take away from the quality of life for residents and decrease property
values.

146 Let's do it. 10/4/2021 7:12 PM

147 Make it BIGGER! 10/4/2021 7:10 PM

148 No 10/4/2021 6:55 PM

149 1. Neighborhood housing within 20 feet of proposal, some who are seniors. Noise level and
parking will only create problems for these homeowners. 2. This proposal would require the
removal of numerous trees. 3. Numerous types of wildlife use the canal and trees. 4. This
depression is part of the Boise river flood plan and would have to be adjudicated to be
redesigned costing taxpayers money. This is a terrible idea for our neighborhood!

10/4/2021 6:50 PM

150 We go to Ivywild park on a daily basis to either walk the dog or spend time outdoors with our
two twin boys, aged 12. They usually street skate around the park and I see a lot of other
skateboarders in the area doing the same thing. A small skatepark would be extremely
beneficial to this neighborhood and beyond. There are a lot of kids that would us it and it would
help keep the youth out of trouble and these kids could make lifelong connections with other
kids in the neighborhood, which is even more difficult to do since the start of the pandemic.
We wholeheartedly support these skateparks throughout Boise. Thank you!

10/4/2021 6:07 PM

151 Nope! Just love the idea 10/4/2021 5:58 PM

152 Put in a pump track 10/4/2021 5:52 PM

153 No 10/4/2021 5:37 PM

154 After school sports like skating provide outlets for young people to socialize and make new
friends. Highly support this initiative!

10/4/2021 5:20 PM

155 It will be a great addition! 10/4/2021 5:11 PM

156 No 10/4/2021 5:09 PM

157 Make it as big as possible! Skate parks offer a great activity spot for children and grownups
alike. I'm all for this coming to my neighborhood!

10/4/2021 5:08 PM

158 No 10/4/2021 5:01 PM

159 I feel skate parks/spots are more suitable and compatible to commercial locations. I do not
feel that this skate spot would be of direct benefit to the majority of existing residents in the
area.

10/4/2021 4:48 PM

160 Ivy Wild is a small neighborhood park and the location of this proposed skate park would
border neighbors far too closely. The location would eliminate the flood plane option for this
area. There is not nearly enough parking in the summer for both the pool and a skate park. I
am concerned about the increased noise as well. I appreciate the interest in providing more
activities for kids, but I do not feel that Ivy Wild Park is the appropriate location.

10/4/2021 4:45 PM

161 I think this is a fantastic idea. I hope it happens! 10/4/2021 4:30 PM

162 This is a great idea 10/4/2021 4:19 PM

163 N/A 10/4/2021 1:47 PM

164 This is an excellent proposal! It will keep our kids off the streets looking for dope! Idle hands
are the devil’s tool kit!

10/4/2021 12:16 PM

165 Great idea! 10/4/2021 11:35 AM

166 no 10/4/2021 11:29 AM

167 IF it absolutely needs to be at Ivywild Park, put in by the parking lot in the southeast corner off
Ivywild by the playground. By placing it on Leadville there will be too much activity which will
impact the road and increased loitering.

10/4/2021 11:14 AM

168 It would be a great addition! 10/4/2021 11:12 AM

169 Emphatic no ro this. It would be too noisy in a residential area and there are many better 10/4/2021 11:01 AM
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locations. We would lose the grassy area many families walk and play on, with beautiful trees
there also. No to this proposal, and thank you for soliciting the input of nearby residents like
myself.

170 This is a great idea! 10/4/2021 10:49 AM

171 N/a 10/4/2021 9:55 AM

172 no 10/4/2021 9:45 AM

173 Thank you for continuing to add attractions so our youth have a safe place to skate,
congregate, and enjoy the outdoors.

10/4/2021 9:43 AM

174 This area provides needed ecological space for wildlife to utilize the lateral as habitat for life. A
skate park this close to that water source would disturb their natural habitat.

10/4/2021 9:26 AM

175 Boise parks with little skate spots like this is perfect and makes the park space well rounded
in meeting a range of interests and needs. I will donate to the fund raising effort and enlist
others to do the same. Good luck. Ash Manitou Ave.

10/4/2021 8:53 AM

176 Seems fun for an area of the park I rarely see in use 10/4/2021 7:57 AM

177 no, thanks though 10/4/2021 7:17 AM

178 Excellent idea! Will really bring the park to life 10/4/2021 1:57 AM

179 Add more of these in other places! 10/4/2021 12:51 AM

180 What a wonderful addition to IvyWild Park!y children often played soccer in the park and swam
at IvyWild Pool. Too bad this wasn’t around 15 years ago so my children could have used it!
Love how Boise City continues to develop play spaces for the community!

10/3/2021 9:22 PM

181 Park additions like these are amazing. 10/3/2021 8:26 PM

182 I would like it to be located at a different location closer to the pavilion. The location proposed
is very near the canal and limits the size and depth of the skate park. Additionally the canal is
where ducks and other critters go for water and it would be disruptive at that location for the
wildlife. The area near the pavilion is historically a poor area for grass growth and is at the
outfield

10/3/2021 8:15 PM

183 make it bigger 10/3/2021 7:58 PM

184 Would it be possible to put the skate park in a part of the parking lot that isn’t so close to
residences?

10/3/2021 7:54 PM

185 These parks are so beneficial for everyone in the community. I was luckily enough to grow up
around the corner from a small skatepark, and it changed my life. Small additions like these is
a step in the right direction.

10/3/2021 7:49 PM

186 No. Nice for the skating community to have a place to have fun! 10/3/2021 7:44 PM

187 Great idea! 10/3/2021 7:41 PM

188 Fantastic. Can we put one in sunset park next? 10/3/2021 7:39 PM

189 More skate spots! 10/3/2021 7:26 PM

190 Plz make a skate park 10/3/2021 6:44 PM

191 I strongly support this idea and would be willing to donate time and money to the effort. 10/3/2021 5:44 PM

192 We think there is enough going on at Ivywild Park and living so close to it, we get all the noise
from the Pool, the schools visiting the park, day camps and the sports being played there.

10/3/2021 4:26 PM

193 It would be sweet to have another skate spot to throw in the rotation. Not to ask too much, but
Fort St. could use a remodel; but that’s for another time (and survey) Appreciate y’all

10/3/2021 2:07 PM

194 Bigger, more 10/3/2021 12:34 PM

195 This is a great idea!! 10/3/2021 12:33 PM

196 I love this idea! I've visited the new park in Surprise Valley, and people seem to love the skate
park already at that spot. I wonder if the skatepark at Ivywild could be in a spot that's more "in"

10/3/2021 12:21 PM
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the park to keep the noise down for neighbors. The proposed spot is also very near the walking
paths and sidewalk. Again, very pro skate park at this location! Just hope consideration is
given to the exact location. Thank you!

197 Let’s make it bigger and more fun! 10/3/2021 12:12 PM

198 Love this idea!!! 10/3/2021 12:00 PM

199 I do not feel that the area is a good fit for a skate spot. Looking at the one that was developed
in Meridian at Tully park, the area is now over congested and there is a rowdy crowd there. My
fear is that the neighborhood is busy as is and adding this attraction will push the limits of the
streets and not be an improvement to the neighborhood. Another park with better access roads
would be my solution. What is the plan to patrol the are? The streets are already over
congested and there is a speed problem in the area. Look at all the traffic incidents in the past
year.

10/3/2021 11:49 AM

200 I’m a little worried about the noise for the neighbors right by that part of the park. 10/3/2021 11:33 AM

201 I think a skate spot would provide kids on this side of town a great outlet for physical activity
in a safe space. I am originally from an area where skating is much more popular, and I think it
has a positive impact on the community.

10/3/2021 11:11 AM

202 Great idea for this use of space. Others may mention they appreciate that area for dogs, but
realistically dogs have plenty of space elsewhere in the park. I have noticed families of ducks
nesting near that area so hopefully environmental impact is being considered, but overall I
support this idea.

10/3/2021 10:54 AM

203 We think it is a great idea! 10/3/2021 10:46 AM

204 Great idea! 10/3/2021 10:32 AM

205 Great idea especially since it is self funded. 10/3/2021 10:21 AM

206 I think this is a great idea and a fun place for the kids to go. Rhodes skate park is always busy
when I pass it.

10/3/2021 10:10 AM

207 I really like the idea. It'd be nice if it's good for roller skates/blades as well. I see kids skating
around our neighborhoods, and I'd imagine they'd enjoy having a spot like that.

10/2/2021 11:15 PM

208 I think that spot is a currently Under utilize area so it would be good. I may not be in favor if
the spot was moved and interfered with bigger grass areas in which children can run or families
can have picnics.

10/2/2021 9:11 PM

209 Even a little bigger would be awesome! More flat concrete for roller skaters and roller bladers! 10/2/2021 8:22 PM

210 We are super stoked for it! 10/2/2021 5:47 PM

211 This would be a great addition to the park and the neighborhood 10/2/2021 5:47 PM

212 yes please, kids would love! 10/2/2021 5:43 PM

213 It would be nice if the pool stayed open longer... 10/2/2021 5:37 PM

214 Make it larger 10/2/2021 5:12 PM

215 Please enforce the dog off leash rule. There are a number of violaters. The park is busy
enough without adding this feature.

10/2/2021 4:38 PM

216 NA 10/2/2021 4:31 PM

217 I live next door to this proposal and absolutely do not support it. I think this is a terrible idea.
This proposal not only will increase the noise but the foot traffic in our cul-de-sac. Sure we
hear kids at the pool but that is not year round nor is it bunch of teenage (mostly) boys. Ask
yourself, would you really be okay with the sound of skateboards screeching over cement with
teenagers being overly boisterous when all you want to do is enjoy your only day off in your
backyard. There are plenty of places closer to the University where the houses are younger
college kids and rentals. The proposed area is tiny and will sit between beautiful trees and a
beautiful riparian canal that is home to all sorts of ducks and their ducklings in spring. Our little
park is a great family/neighborhood park. Don't destroy that feeling by first, tearing up an
already established beautiful area and then by targeting teenagers who will probably have no
respect for us neighbors. Believe it or not this is a quite cul-de-sac. I beg you, don't take that

10/2/2021 3:14 PM
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away from us. Whomever thought of this terrible project obviously didn't care all this activity
would be right next to hard working individuals who come home from a hard days work and
don't need the chatter of teenagers and skateboards out their kitchen window. It's bad enough
we have to hear cars burning circles the parking lot when it barely snows. This project does not
allow for the appropriate buffer. Also, this project will definitely decrease our home value. No
one will want will want to live next door to this. Please reconsider! Sincerely, A very concerned
neighbor

218 The more opportunities for outdoor recreation the better. This location for a small skate spot
would benefit many people living nearby.

10/2/2021 2:46 PM

219 no 10/2/2021 2:40 PM

220 Thank you for considering this addition. 10/2/2021 2:25 PM

221 I would much rather support to install a play are for toddlers and children. 10/2/2021 2:07 PM

222 Perfect 10/2/2021 1:44 PM

223 My support is conditional on it being used, the more usage of the facility, the better. 10/2/2021 1:07 PM

224 Great idea, I support! My address: 1916 S Division Ave. My son would love this. 10/2/2021 12:58 PM

225 This is a great idea for our youth to spend more time outdoors! and I support it 100% 10/2/2021 12:56 PM

226 Great idea! 10/2/2021 12:43 PM

227 Yes everyone in the area would really enjoy the park being built, it would change lives a
destiny’s. Please for the love for god bless are kids with this park. Thank you

10/2/2021 12:36 PM

228 No 10/2/2021 12:26 PM

229 Please make this as big as possible. Skateboarding is a great recreation for young people 10/2/2021 12:25 PM

230 Make the skate park bigger. 10/2/2021 12:24 PM

231 Honestly the skatepark could be a little bigger too, kids would love it 10/2/2021 12:18 PM

232 Looks great - love it. 10/2/2021 12:18 PM

233 Southeast Boise needs places for children to recreate 10/2/2021 12:11 PM

234 Love it! 10/2/2021 12:09 PM

235 Please make it wider for safety and fun. Traffic consisting of scooters, skaters, and bikes may
be dangerous if too small! We, the people, want as much room to play as possible :) Thx!

10/2/2021 11:59 AM

236 There should be a permanent trash can located close to the skate area. 10/2/2021 11:48 AM

237 I don't want it to become a hangout after park hours or a place where kids can not go. 10/2/2021 11:42 AM

238 Please build the skatepark. It would be amazing for the park. 10/2/2021 10:53 AM

239 I recently moved back to Boise after living in California for seven years, where I had moved to
take care of my terminally ill mother. I lived in Temecula, near the Ronald Reagan Sports Park.
While I was there, the city installed two "pump parks" (I'm not sure what they are officially
called) for use with scooters and bikes. These were a tremendous success. The park had huge
grassy areas which required a lot of water, chemicals, and labor to keep them looking good.
Yes, they were used for baseball and soccer, but they were used maybe 5-10% of the time.
The pump parks, on the other hand, were used every minute the park was open. I have never
seen so much joy and fun per square foot as I saw in the use of those pump parks. I would
like to see Boise install similar features in Boise parks.

10/2/2021 10:16 AM

240 Consider building a small quarter pipe! 10/2/2021 10:12 AM

241 It’s a fantastic idea for the Garfield elementary community! 10/2/2021 9:58 AM

242 Terrific idea! 10/2/2021 9:55 AM

243 We are more 'indifferent' to the skate spot that 'in support' or 'not in support' of it. We would not
use it.

10/2/2021 9:54 AM

244 Think it’s a good idea 10/2/2021 9:52 AM
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245 Do not allow the skate spot. Too close too the pool and tennis courts. Contest the small side
streets and encourage skateboarders in the few parking spots there are now. Too Disruptive to
dog walkers, walkers and all local residents that use the park. Park is perfect as is.

10/2/2021 9:52 AM

246 might consider something a little larger if space permits. 10/2/2021 9:50 AM

247 Kids need more than soccer fields...This is a good idea 10/2/2021 9:48 AM

248 I think this is a great idea! There are kids who already skate around the area so I know if would
quickly be utilized.

10/2/2021 9:47 AM

249 Totally against. Too close to the pooe and tennis courts. No parking and will draw too many
skateboarders too adtoo congestion on small side street. Will encourage more skateboarding
on th streets in the parking lots etc. Nor needed.

10/2/2021 9:43 AM

250 It’s already a family recreation area. The skate spot would provide recreation opportunities for
more family members. Great proposal!

10/2/2021 9:41 AM

251 Thank you for this proposal. Our children struggle with finding places to skate board and
rollerblade as our neighbors/HOA have made them feel very unwelcome doing so in our
neighborhood.

10/2/2021 9:08 AM

252 This would be a great way to encourage outdoor activities in our community. 10/2/2021 8:48 AM

253 Having a designated spot for this activity in the neighbor will reduce conflicts when kids seek
out areas to ride or skate.

10/2/2021 8:46 AM

254 As Boise grows small skatespots are beneficial to push users to safe places to skate and
away from streets and businesses.

10/2/2021 8:43 AM

255 Good luck! Kids need more features like this. 😊 10/2/2021 8:35 AM

256 Expand the playground. 10/2/2021 8:26 AM

257 Open the concession stand at the pool again. 10/2/2021 8:20 AM

258 I would recommend adding some benches for people to sit and rest. Maybe a drinking fountain
or water bottle refill station too.

10/2/2021 7:57 AM

259 A skate spot at a park south of downtown would be a nice addition 10/2/2021 6:35 AM

260 No skate parks in area, all require travel. Nice to have access without driving. 10/2/2021 6:18 AM

261 There is a nice tribute to the Interurban trolley in this area and I don't want to see it damaged
by graffiti or by skateboard grinding. Skaters seem to damage surrounding areas outside their
park features, so I prefer to stick with the skate facilities we already have at Rhodes Park.

10/2/2021 2:07 AM

262 I think this would be an amazing addition to our community 10/1/2021 10:49 PM

263 Although I don’t live in the immediate neighborhood, I support increasing available activities for
the community.

10/1/2021 10:00 PM

264 I really like it very good idea 10/1/2021 10:00 PM

265 Please include a half pipe 10/1/2021 9:54 PM

266 I think this would be a great addition. 10/1/2021 9:43 PM

267 Mini ramp that is about 3.5 feet high would be great! It would also be great for Boise to have an
outdoor skate space like a outdoor rink that could be used for inline hockey, roller dance, jam
skating, roller derby

10/1/2021 9:25 PM

268 Yes to all parks and all park expansions! With high density building we need more open and
recreation space! Parks are the heart of Boise!

10/1/2021 9:18 PM

269 We’re excited for it to happen! Thank you! 10/1/2021 9:03 PM

270 Placing this park at that location at ivywild would make things difficult as the ditch close by is
a popular doggie swimming hole. Consider instead placing it on the left side of manitou park
which has been empty space for at least five years.

10/1/2021 8:30 PM

271 Can you guys add big swings to the playground? 10/1/2021 8:16 PM
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272 No 10/1/2021 8:14 PM

273 Minimize motorized scooters!! Please :-) 10/1/2021 8:13 PM

274 It would be a great addition for kids and adults in their local neighborhood. 10/1/2021 8:06 PM

275 No 10/1/2021 8:00 PM

276 As a physician I wonder if there exists a material that supports Skateboard use simultaneously
with blunting fracture risk from falls.

10/1/2021 7:59 PM

277 Scooters could get good use out of this too ! 10/1/2021 7:51 PM

278 This would be great! Please build! 10/1/2021 7:37 PM

279 I really think this is one of the best ideas you have had in a long time. Many children can and
will be if it if this gets approved!

10/1/2021 7:30 PM

280 Awesome idea! 10/1/2021 7:21 PM

281 Build the park!! 10/1/2021 7:14 PM

282 I think it’s a fantastic idea. I’m 21 and spend so much of my time at the skateoark downtown
and see how fun it is for the kids that come there. Having easy access to it in a neighborhood
setting would facilitate more people learning how to skate and enjoying the park and would
provide a safe space of learning and having fun for kids

10/1/2021 7:04 PM

283 No 10/1/2021 6:54 PM

284 Please build a big flat spot for roller derby practices. It’s embarrassing to us that the Boise
River Rollers have to practice in Eagle (outdoors) or rent space in meridian (indoors) during the
winter to practice. Also roller hockey can use the space please and thanks!

10/1/2021 6:52 PM

285 No 10/1/2021 6:51 PM

286 I love the idea of a skate park in ivywild! There are a lot of people in the area who enjoy
skating and there aren’t many options close by. I would like to see the skate park be a little
bigger with 1 or 2 more features. I live nearby and think this would be a wonderful addition to
an already amazing park.

10/1/2021 6:30 PM

287 We would really love to have a skatepark nearby. This would be such a blessing! 10/1/2021 6:27 PM

288 Rollerskating has had a surge in popularity. It is a type of skating that is enjoyed by a broader
spectrum of age and gender in comparison with skateboarding. While I think it is fantastic to
spend resources on another skating park, I feel it would be a significant benefit to more people
to add an area that is simply flat, open concrete in a round or oval shape creating somewhat of
and outdoor rink. Currently there are NO designated areas where roller skating or blading is
allowed. Myself and other roller skaters are routinely kicked off tennis courts and parking lots,
even in public places like Julia Davis, Ann Morrison and BSU. There is one park area in Eagle
that was specifically created for rollerskating, roller dance and roller derby games/practice.
Something similar in Boise is desperately needed. Kim Porter 2088419593

10/1/2021 6:21 PM

289 not he right spot for skate park 10/1/2021 6:08 PM

290 I think this would be wonderful! There are so many people and kids who skate around here
(and at Ivywild) and would love to have access to a small skatepark!

10/1/2021 6:03 PM

291 Will there be designated bike area or time, as well as scooter and skateboard? Sounds like
there might be conflict there if all three participate at once.

10/1/2021 5:57 PM

292 No I don't need to talk to you people. 10/1/2021 5:32 PM

293 I am in favor of skateboarding areas created at all parks 10/1/2021 5:26 PM

294 Yes, no skate facilities in the east end. 10/1/2021 5:24 PM

295 Yeah, let’s make it more skateboard focused. Scooters and bike can yield to the skate wave.
If we can make it as big as possible, that would be excellent. Add features for intermediate
skaters, nothing too gnarly but not too small; just something to build up skill and confidence.
i.e. 4ft quarter pipes, 12-16inch heigh rails for board slides, curbs, manual boxes with angle
iron to grind 50/50s, good design and flow to gain and keep speed, NO boomerang bullshit,

10/1/2021 5:22 PM
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maybe one quarter bowl for a turn around if it fits the design, kickers, one round rail and one
flat top rail would be rad, a box to nose slide/ smith grind and/or Ollie up and 180 out, don’t
make it too tight and narrow because if skaters and scooter kids/bikers are there at the same
time that’s a collision waiting to happen. Add some benches, shade, drinking fountains, and
restrooms near by if not already, please. And if you guys ever think about making another
pump track in boise, be sure to use concrete, NOT asphalt, concrete is smoother and can
better be skated. Please don’t half-ass this, the neighborhood moral is vital to Boise’s youth.
Thank you for the option to comment, keep up the innovation and progress. Look forward to
this new park 

296 please don't put it there, the park is crowded enough already 10/1/2021 4:38 PM

297 Seems like a small skate spot. I'd support making it bigger. 10/1/2021 4:38 PM

298 By pool side of park would be better located 10/1/2021 3:58 PM

299 I think this would be a fun addition to the park and hope this passes the vote 10/1/2021 3:52 PM

300 This is a terrible idea! There are homes that are literally 10 feet away and the noise would not
be acceptable. The canal hosts multiple forms of wildlife that would be impacted. That bowl is
for flood control, not recreation. This is a neighborhood full of elderly retired people, this
addition would not enhance our neighborhood and could quite possibly negatively impact
property values. This is a terrible idea!!

10/1/2021 3:45 PM

301 When building the skate spot, Preserve the trees, where feasible. Preserve the historical site
for Southeast Boise.

10/1/2021 3:35 PM

302 It's great to have a local association partner with the parks department to benefit the
community.

10/1/2021 3:32 PM

303 I think this would be a great addition to this park. Skateboarding is an great option for people
who don't care for team sports. It will help to keep our young people engaged in a healthy
activity.

10/1/2021 3:30 PM

304 It is going to very noisy. 10/1/2021 3:24 PM

305 This is a great idea and addition to the community. We have the space and the kids. While
smaller, it's right in our community and in a bit safer location than Rhodes Skate Park.

10/1/2021 3:24 PM

306 The proposed location is far enough away, that it should not have an impact on anything that I
do.

10/1/2021 3:18 PM

307 I'd like to see an additional sidewalk put in between the proposed skatepark and the parking
lot. I walk my dog coming off of Leadville (from Iowa) in the grass by the canal, but if the
skatepark goes there, depending on size, I'd have to walk in the parking lot to get to the gravel
track.

10/1/2021 3:16 PM

308 Great idea! 10/1/2021 3:01 PM

309 I think this is a great addition 10/1/2021 3:01 PM

310 I don't live nearby, so I'm not sure how this would effect noise for residents, but it seems small
and designed for younger kids. I think it would be a healthy option of neighborhood children.

10/1/2021 2:57 PM

311 This is not a responsible use of city resources. 10/1/2021 2:54 PM

312 Put the red curb in the middle of the park 10/1/2021 2:45 PM

313 Please build a shaded structure so sports can be conducted during times of rain. 10/1/2021 2:30 PM

314 Too close to homes. Excessive noise with skate boards banging on the concrete and fixtures.
Would incur 24 hour and late night use even if you had a curfew. Already enough activity at the
park--tennis, pool, softball, picnics, playground areas. Thank you.

10/1/2021 2:28 PM

315 I don't like to see too many strangers gathering at the park and make noise. Ivywild Park has
been peaceful and quiet place for the neighbors.

10/1/2021 2:07 PM

316 That it should be bigger! Skating is a fantastic sport and there should be ample space to do so 10/1/2021 2:06 PM

317 Thanks for seeking opinions. 10/1/2021 1:51 PM

318 probably a bit too small. 10/1/2021 1:48 PM
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319 Thank you for your continuous improvement 10/1/2021 1:47 PM

320 This should be considered at more parks throughout town. West Boise has no skateparks at
all.

10/1/2021 1:40 PM

321 I have a 5 year old grandson that would love to ride his bike/scooter/skateboard here. He
enjoyed the one at the new park in SE Boise so much. I feel more comfortable taking him to
these smaller skate spot venues than the large downtown one.

10/1/2021 1:35 PM

322 Bigger! 10/1/2021 1:21 PM

323 Southeast Boise has needed this for over 20 years. It could help avoid loitering in business or
school areas where kids skate now.

10/1/2021 1:19 PM

324 I think this will be loud for the surrounding homeowners and also disrupt a popular walking area
for neighborhood dogs. It's too small of a space for anything additional to fit.

10/1/2021 1:01 PM

325 thank you 10/1/2021 12:50 PM

326 The location seems close to an adjacent house and may need to be depressed to provide
some sound buffering rather than be at grade.

10/1/2021 12:41 PM

327 This would be a great opportunity for people of all ages to keep doing what they love, while
staying closer to home.

10/1/2021 12:19 PM

328 I think it’s a wonderful idea 10/1/2021 11:38 AM

329 This park is a lovely retreat for our nice surrounding residential areas. A skate park would allow
for extra noise disruption at all hours, and add additional traffic, including skateboards and
bikes, to our streets. There must be a better location, probably a more commercial setting
would be wise. Bad idea, terrible proposal.

10/1/2021 11:29 AM

330 A lot of dogs at that park as well. Would be nice to have a fenced off dog section to off leash
the dogs.

10/1/2021 11:25 AM

331 I think it’s an AWESOME idea!!! 10/1/2021 11:25 AM

332 Glad Boise is investing in their parks. Good ! 10/1/2021 11:19 AM

333 No 10/1/2021 11:14 AM

334 This park is used by many of the local residents to walk their dogs. A small fenced in area for
a dog park section would be a much better use of this area.

10/1/2021 11:02 AM

335 NA 10/1/2021 10:49 AM

336 I like that it helps kids who are pretty far from Rhodes skate park, or the East end develop
basic skate skills on this end of town. I think the world class skating available to kids in Boise
is something the city should continue pushing as part of our local identity. This is coming from
a middle aged woman who has zero interest in skating. And yet, I still think it is a great idea.

10/1/2021 10:46 AM

337 Worried that it’s too small to be valuable to the target audience. Should use as much as the
space as possible to make it as useful as possible and make sure it gets used.

10/1/2021 10:45 AM

338 This is a great proposal! Every park in Boise needs a skate spot. Thank you for this!!! 10/1/2021 10:20 AM

339 Affirmatively against proposal as a bad idea 10/1/2021 10:18 AM

340 Don't like the location. Couldn't it be over by the tennis courts and softball field? Too close to
houses at the current proposed location.

10/1/2021 9:56 AM

341 Great idea for the kids who skate! 10/1/2021 8:18 AM

342 No 10/1/2021 7:59 AM

343 Convert some of the extensive mowed grass area into wildflowers. 10/1/2021 7:41 AM

344 It looks a little small, will it be large enough to be used? I think it is a good idea. 10/1/2021 6:11 AM

345 I believe anything that encourages young people to put down electronic devices and be active
outdoors building healthy skills is a positive for the community. A skate area would be a great
addition to the park offerings in this neighborhood.

9/30/2021 10:36 PM
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346 I like this idea 9/30/2021 8:50 PM

347 No 9/30/2021 8:50 PM

348 The park is big enough that a skate park could easily fit, and living in the area I know from
experience there are plenty of people who love skateboarding in the area that would benefit
from this addition.

9/30/2021 8:34 PM

349 The proposal of the Ivywild park is a fantastic addition to the area for not only aesthetics, but
also for creating a welcoming atmosphere of community and a commitment for our youth.

9/30/2021 7:59 PM

350 Epic! Make it bigger : ) 9/30/2021 7:57 PM

351 Yes!!! 9/30/2021 7:56 PM

352 Git er done!!! 9/30/2021 7:48 PM

353 No comment 9/30/2021 7:38 PM

354 seems like a great place to add a skate park. 9/30/2021 7:37 PM

355 Happy for Boise Skate to build it. Good addition to the park. Will they also provide perpetual
upkeep and repair?

9/30/2021 7:24 PM

356 Consider same kind of skate park at Williams and Manitou Park also. 9/30/2021 7:09 PM

357 I think it would be a great use of a space that currently sees very little use. It would diversify
the user base for the park and provide a community resource that would undoubtedly be loved
by some.

9/30/2021 6:54 PM

358 Maybe make it larger! 9/30/2021 6:49 PM

359 I think this would be a great addition to our neighborhood. 9/30/2021 6:49 PM

360 do it! research suggests it's a no-brainer. 9/30/2021 6:45 PM

361 I believe all parks in Boise should have this addition made to appease most athletics 9/30/2021 6:43 PM

362 Good for kids. Do it. 9/30/2021 6:42 PM

363 I think this is a great idea for the young people of our community! 9/30/2021 6:36 PM

364 There are homes very close to the proposed skate park that would have to deal with noise,
crowds, possibly unruly behavior. Also don’t think it’s a big enough skate park to make it
worthwhile at Ivywild. There is already tennis, baseball, soccer, swimming & summer camp
programs for kids in Ivywild, not to mention those of us who walk with our dogs & enjoy the
peace.

9/30/2021 6:19 PM

365 It's a great idea for skaters :) 9/30/2021 6:18 PM

366 Love it- we need more recreational places for this side of town! 9/30/2021 6:14 PM

367 Lights would also be a nice addition around the skate spot if possible? 9/30/2021 6:09 PM

368 Nope, looks good! Maybe a trashcan in the area idk 9/30/2021 6:08 PM

369 Anything that can give kids constructive exercise and a safe place to hang out is a wonderful
idea.

9/30/2021 6:08 PM

370 This is a nice quite park for the kids. Please don’t ruin it. 9/30/2021 6:01 PM

371 Wonderful to have more facilities for our kids and teens....great idea 9/30/2021 5:59 PM

372 Do it! 9/30/2021 5:48 PM

373 no 9/30/2021 5:47 PM

374 No. 9/30/2021 5:28 PM

375 Always happy to support more amenities in our parks! 9/30/2021 5:25 PM

376 Thanks we need some new parks an rec areas 9/30/2021 5:17 PM

377 Getter done 9/30/2021 5:16 PM
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378 The park should resemble bowler more than the proposed straight line. It will be difficult for
more than one or two people to use at a time given the proposed state

9/30/2021 5:08 PM

379 The first Q used "could" be located in NW corner- I said yes, thinking I was just voting to
consider a skatepark in the are. Will this proposed location be too close to the Trolley Stop
exhibit?

9/30/2021 5:01 PM

380 Let’s do it 9/30/2021 4:58 PM

381 I think this is a great idea! Ivywild is a nice regional park and serves the local neighborhoods
well. It will give skateboarders a chance to hone their skills while giving them a safe place to
play.

9/30/2021 4:48 PM

382 No 9/30/2021 4:40 PM

383 Please have it installed-great idea! 9/30/2021 4:32 PM

384 This is a great idea, bigger would be even better! 9/30/2021 4:32 PM

385 This is 100% something that should happen! Could get behind some off-season designated off
leash hours for dogs too.

9/30/2021 4:28 PM

386 Love seeing this, makes me happy that people still support the skate world! 9/30/2021 4:25 PM

387 Do it 9/30/2021 4:14 PM

388 Awesome idea. Thanks for supporting our kids and offering creative outside play spots. Ivywild
is a nice and safe park and this would be another enhancement.

9/30/2021 4:02 PM

389 People don't stop at stop sign onto Gekeler so more pedestrian injuries. TOO much traffic but I
know my vote won't count didn't on dog park and it won't here.

9/30/2021 3:59 PM

390 Do it!!! 9/30/2021 3:38 PM

391 Please move forward with this for the kids sake. 9/30/2021 3:37 PM

392 I think this would be a great addition to the neighborhood and would give kids in the
neighborhood a place to go exercise and spend time with friends outside and closer to home
than the nearest other skateparks.

9/30/2021 3:34 PM

393 No 9/30/2021 3:21 PM

394 I think it is a great idea! I wish it were a little bigger, it seems kind of narrow for skaters
passing each other.

9/30/2021 3:16 PM

395 Great idea! Looks like the perfect spot for a skate amenity. Next time add a QR code to your
postcard so people easily scan to get the the survey. Thanks!

9/30/2021 3:14 PM

396 Great idea! 9/30/2021 2:54 PM

397 We think it's a great addition! 9/30/2021 2:32 PM

398 It’s a great idea. 9/30/2021 2:26 PM

399 This would be a great, safe opportunity for the kids to enjoy the this they love and not destroy
public or private property

9/30/2021 2:13 PM

400 Please build this. We need it. 9/30/2021 2:13 PM

401 Great idea the kids need somewhere to skate and not destroy some companies property…… 9/30/2021 2:04 PM

402 I think it would be a great addition to the community 9/30/2021 2:03 PM

403 no sounds like a good idea 9/30/2021 1:53 PM

404 Will there be shade or trees planted? 9/30/2021 1:49 PM

405 It would be a great addition for the community 9/30/2021 1:02 PM

406 Make it as wide as possible to allow for as many kids to enjoy it as possible. 9/30/2021 12:54 PM

407 Maybe have rules or skate courtesy posted. Also maybe a bench? I have elementary aged
boys and would love to be able to watch them. Thank you!

9/30/2021 12:41 PM
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408 No, I would not support the skate park 9/30/2021 12:31 PM

409 please do it! 9/30/2021 12:31 PM

410 Great idea. Hope it happens. 9/30/2021 12:31 PM

411 I feel like this would bring over kids/teenagers that don't live in the area, which has the
potential to be unsafe for them and be an added nuisance for those living in the area.

9/30/2021 12:15 PM

412 IvyWild absolutely needs a skatepark!! We need a LOT MORE safe places where our kids are
allowed/ able to skate. Other than Rhodes skatepark (underneath the Connector off Front
Street which is NOT exactly the safest place for younger skaters due to the proximity to a
homeless shelter) and Fort Boise Skate Park (both of which are too far for younger kids to get
to on their skateboards/ rollerblades/ scooters) there are NO other designated areas for young
kids to practice their skills. IvyWild is perfect bc it also provides other activities (lots of grass,
basketball hoops, soccer, and obviously the Pool and splash pads) and fun things for the Rest
of the family to do (instead of just sitting on a park bench or a curb under an overpass while
making sure none of the potentially drunk/ drug addled and/ or potentially dangerous homeless
people stay out of the skatepark where your young child(ren) are skating). Plus, it is the
perfect location for east boise neighborhoods where there are many families with children who
love to skate and it is close enough for younger skaters to get to safely on their own.

9/30/2021 12:12 PM

413 This space is next to an open irrigation ditch. What will the ramifications for those of us with
water rights who pump from it,.? That easement is already poorly maintained. The noise is a
big factor for those of us directly behind this park. Will there be a wall built to help mitigate
that? Will this be bound by park closing hours and if so how will that be enforced? This is a
very bad idea.

9/30/2021 12:07 PM

414 Neighborhood is mostly older and retired folks around the park. Skaters already trie to use the
trolly display, bang there boards around, leave trash all over. Don’t need any more traffic and
noise.

9/30/2021 11:59 AM

415 Please make Ivywild an offleash dog park. 9/30/2021 11:34 AM

416 Nice size, even considering the drain is there 9/30/2021 11:07 AM

417 I love this idea! Thank you for the parks and rec department for coming up with creative ways
for everyone to stay active!

9/30/2021 10:52 AM

418 no 9/30/2021 10:44 AM

419 No 9/30/2021 10:24 AM

420 Concerned it will attract unwanted loitering and other dubious characters in a family
neighborhood. Consider Rhodes Park as an example.

9/30/2021 10:24 AM

421 Pedestrians continue to be at ever increasing high risk in our neighborhood due to lack of
traffic control and bicycles using the sidewalk rather than our bike lane.

9/30/2021 10:12 AM

422 Great idea! 9/30/2021 9:45 AM

423 Please, no skate park. That is already very available at Ft. Boise, Rhodes, etc. No sharp noise
to set off dogs. It would be a disaster for us that live nearby. I can't say it strong enough. NO
NO NO!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

9/30/2021 9:35 AM


